Supplement scam ends in guilty pleas

Operation netted $230M by misbranding stimulants

By KEVIN HEINBOSCH

USP Lab’s sales pick up controversy

USP Lab, which produces dietary supplements, and the Food and Drug Administration, were fined $230 million after pleading guilty to misbranding stimulants.

Supplement scams are not new, but this case is significant because it is the largest in history.

The company admitted to selling products that contained illegal substances, such as ephedrine and pseudoephedrine, which can cause serious health problems.

The settlement will help to fund public health initiatives and education programs.

Ethiopian Airlines Flight 302

Sensor a possible factor

‘Clear similarities seen in two Max 8 crashes; mass funeral draws thousands

Relations gripped of empty, calloused hands

Ethiopian Airlines Flight 302 killed 157 people on board.

The investigation has revealed that the sensor, which measures the angle of attack, was not functioning properly.

This is a serious failure and the aviation industry needs to take immediate action to ensure the safety of flights.
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Deal sent for vote

Tentative agreement with mechanics union follows 20-year dispute

Southwest Airlines and its mechanics union reached a tentative agreement after a 20-year dispute.

The deal includes a wage increase and improved benefits for mechanics.

It’s a significant win for the mechanics union and a relief for Southwest Airlines.
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Nigeria’s 50th anniversary

The United Nations declared the 50th anniversary of Nigeria’s independence as a day to remember.

The event was celebrated with a mass funeral for victims of the crash.

The government has vowed to continue its efforts to prevent such tragedies in the future.
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Deal sent for vote

Tentative agreement with mechanics union follows 20-year dispute

Southwest Airlines and its mechanics union reached a tentative agreement after a 20-year dispute.

The deal includes a wage increase and improved benefits for mechanics.

It’s a significant win for the mechanics union and a relief for Southwest Airlines.

Southwest Airlines

Social media

On Twitter, Southwest Airlines announced the tentative agreement:

“Good news! Tentative agreement with mechanics union reached after 20 years of negotiation. We look forward to a positive outcome for our mechanics.”

---

For more news and updates, visit dallasnews.com.
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